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Latin Resources' largest shareholder lifts holding,
could there be corporate moves afoot?
Latin Resources (ASX:LRS) has been sent a change of substantial
shareholding Form 604 notice by its largest shareholder, Hong Kong based
Junefield Group that it has acquired a further 3,750,000 shares.

Price:

A$0.25

Market Cap:

A$30.04M

1 Year Share Price Graph

In an off-market transaction Junefield Group acquired the shares at $0.28 per
share that takes Junefield Group to 18.7 per cent of Latin Resources.
Which edges it closer to the takeover threshold of 19.9 per cent. After that it's
daylight.
Cape Lambert Australia is the second largest shareholder in Latin Resources.
RMB Resources acquired a 5 per cent stake in May.
Junefield participated in an A$8.4 million placement via Junefield High Value
Metals Investments in March 2012.

Share Information

Highlighting the confidence of Junefield in the operations of Latin Resources,
the placement was struck at a then 51% premium to the last traded price prior
to the announcement of the deal.
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Intriguingly, the founder of Hong Kong's Junefield Group has built a $2 billion
fund to invest in resources and in Peru. Junefield, itself has been drilling at a
property around Latin's Ilo project and Mariela and is known to be bullish on the
exploration potential.
Recent M&A activity and acquisitions by major mining companies in the area is
a testament to the potential.
Latin Resources and Hong Kongs Junefield Group have begun a highly
anticipated maiden drilling program at the companys Mariela Iron Project in the
Ilo district of southern Peru.
The agreement allows Junefield to earn up to 70% of the Mariela Project by
funding all activities to the completion of a Bankable Feasibility Study or to a
total cost of A$35 million.
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Company Synopsis:
Latin Resources (ASX: LRS) is focused on
Peru where the company has several
projects
At Ilo Norte the focus is iron, copper and
gold, while at Guadalupito the target is iron
and heavy mineral sands - with the
company targeting a JORC Resource in
2011
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This region has become a "hotspot" for copper discoveries and is a renowned iron oxide copper gold district which
should see lightly capped Latin Resources being watched closely now that drilling has begun.
Analysis
Latin Resources' MD Chris Gale would likely be supportive of the increase in shareholding by Junefield Group and it is
a vote of confidence in the company and its potential to spring from its current valuation. That said, its investment does
add spice and an element of intrigue and potential corporate activity to a register that was already interesting...and just
got a whole lot more so.
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You understand and agree that no content published constitutes a recommendation that any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment
strategy is suitable or advisable for any specific person. You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally
concerning the nature, potential advisability, value or suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy, or other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including company related products and
that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand and agree that contributors may write
about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may trade such securities for their own account. In cases where the position is held at
the time of publication and such position is known to the Company, appropriate disclosure is made.
However, you understand and agree that at the time of any transaction that you make, one or more contributors may have a position in the securities written
about. You understand that price and other data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that
neither such data nor such calculations are guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be
complete or accurate.
From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references may be selective, may
reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously published information and
data may not be current and should not be relied upon.
The contributors make every effort to ensure that the information and material contained in this report is accurate and correct and has been obtained from reliable
sources. However, no representation is made about the accuracy or completeness of the information and material and it should not be relied upon as a substitute
for the exercise of independent judgment. Proactive Investors does not accept any liability, including negligence, for any loss or damage arising from the use of, or
reliance on, the material contained in this report. There are general risks associated with any investment in securities. Investors should be aware that these risks
might result in loss of income and capital invested.
WARNING: No recipients should rely on any recommendation (whether express or implied) contained in this document without obtaining specific advice from their
advisers. All investors should therefore consider the appropriateness, in light of their own objectives, financial situation and/or needs, before acting on the advice.
DISCLOSURE: The Company, its directors, associates, employees or representatives may not effect a transaction upon its or their own account in the
investments referred to in this report or any related investment until the expiry of 24 hours after the report has been published.
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